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The Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission has made comprehensive electron-scale measurements within a
large number of reconnection diffusion regions at the dayside magnetopause, where reconnection is asymmetric,
and in the geomagnetic tail, where it is symmetric. Both predicted and newly-discovered phenomena have been
investigated and found to be strongly dependent on the level of symmetry of the reconnecting layers as well as
the magnetic guide fields that thread the layers. Examples of phenomena observed in both types of reconnection
include electron crescent-shaped distributions, which result from acceleration by an electric-field component in the
N direction of boundary-normal (LMN) coordinates and subsequent meandering motions as the electrons gyrate
across a boundary separating magnetic fields with different directions. Only single crescents have been observed at
the magnetopause while double and triple crescents are observed in the tail. On the day side EN accelerates mag-
netosheath electrons into the reconnecting layer, while in the tail EN accelerates neutral-sheet electrons toward the
lobes with the subsequent meandering motion resulting from their alternating motion between positive and negative
BL. On the day side energy conversion (or magnetic dissipation) by reconnection occurs at the electron stagnation
point and the X-line, but X-line conversion or dissipation is only significant for moderate to strong guide fields.
This difference has been shown to result from two different channels for out-of-plane current—crescent distribu-
tions at the stagnation point and field-aligned flow along the guide field at the X-line. In the tail the X-line and the
electron stagnation point are coincident, and the out-of-plane current is carried by crescent distributions throughout
the diffusion region. Other regions of strong dissipation in the tail are located in the tailward and Earthward exhaust
regions at the edges of the EDR. Strong wave activity occurs in both asymmetric and symmetric reconnection with
lower-hybrid waves, electrostatic waves, whistlers, and upper hybrid waves commonly occuring in both geome-
tries. Because of the lower values of density and magnetic field strength in the tail, the characteristic frequencies
are much lower so that upper hybrid and Langmuir waves associated with electron crescent distributions are more
often observable. These and other distinguishing characteristics of asymmetric and symmetric reconnection are
explored in this work.


